To share frequencies without interfering, cognitive radio systems need to constantly monitor for the presence of licensed users and to continuously adjust the spectrum of their transmitted signal.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent rapid growth of wireless communications has made the problem of spectrum utilization ever more critical. On one hand, the increasing diversity (voice, short message, Web, and multimedia) and demand of high quality-of-service (QoS) applications have resulted in overcrowding of the allocated (officially sanctioned) spectrum bands, leading to significantly reduced levels of user satisfaction. The problem is particularly serious in communication-intensive situations such as after a ballgame or in a massive emergency (e.g., the 9/11 attacks). On the other hand, major licensed bands, such as those allocated for television broadcasting, amateur radio, and paging, have been found to be grossly underutilized, resulting in spectrum wastage. For example, recent studies by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) show that the spectrum utilization in the 0-6 GHz band varies from 15% to 85% [1] . This has prompted the FCC to propose the opening of licensed bands to unlicensed users and given birth to cognitive radio [2] . The IEEE has formed a working group (IEEE 802.22) to develop an air interface for opportunistic secondary access to the TV spectrum via the cognitive radio technology. The guiding philosophy of cognitive radio is to allow universal maximization of the spectrum utilization insofar as the unlicensed users do not cause degradation of service upon the original license holders. In practice, the unlicensed users, also called the cognitive users, need to monitor the spectrum activities continuously to find a suitable spectrum band for possible utilization and to avoid possible interference to the licensed users, also called the primary users. Since the primary users have the priority of service, the above spectrum sensing by cognitive users includes detection of possible collision when a primary user becomes active in the spectrum momentarily occupied by a cognitive user and relocation of the communication channels. Given geographical constraints, how accurately can the cognitive users detect the presence of the licensed user? Also, how should the cognitive users prioritize the potential bands for utilization so as to minimize the need of channel relocation, or to maximize the usage time between channel relocation, in response to potential positive detection of a primary user activity? There are many challenges that need to be resolved before a fully functional cognitive radio network can be implemented.
In fact, any cognitive radio (CR) network that can be deployed in practice needs to have the following minimal features.
A unified cross-layer cognitive network architecture equipped to handle diverse QoS requirements. Efficient spectrum sensing techniques that provide continuous monitoring of the presence of multicarriers in the CR network. Dynamic spectrum access methods that adapt to the fluctuating nature of the CR network and allocate bandwidth accordingly.
Adaptive spectrum sculpting at the transmitter end that causes minimal or no interference to the primary users occupying adjacent bands. To build a highly adaptive radio technology that learns from the environment to best serve its users, novel signaprocessing techniques that are channel-aware and cognitive need to be developed. In [3] , fundamental issues specific to cognitive radio, including radio-scene analysis, channel-state estimation and predictive modeling, transmitpower control, and dynamic spectrum management, have been first investigated, presenting a big picture of cognitive radio. In [4] , signal-processing issues in the context of spectrum sensing implementation in CR networks have been investigated. In this paper, we focus on the signal processing aspects demanded of each of the above-mentioned features in CR networks. More precisely, we investigate spectrum sensing and spectrum sculpting in the context of cognitive radio.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the problem of spectrum sensing in CR networks and describe the basic techniques that may be employed for detection of the primary signal. These techniques require a different amount of knowledge of the primary signal characteristics and are applicable to different scenarios. In order that the primary signal is detected as quickly as possible, it is sometimes necessary to employ more than one cognitive detector for cooperative spectrum sensing. In Section III, we describe cooperative detection techniques to boost the overall detection capability of a CR network. In Section IV, we discuss the problem of adaptive spectrum sculpting that is a necessary functionality in operational CR networks. In particular, we investigate the multicarrier techniques and transformdomain communication system (TDCS) that can be used in the physical layer to accomplish this objective. We conclude this paper with a summary in Section V.
II. SPECTRUM SENSING: BASIC TECHNIQUES
As secondary users, CR operators are allowed to utilize a licensed band only when they do not cause interference to the primary users. Spectrum sensing aims at monitoring the usage and characteristics of the covered spectral band(s) and is thus required by CR users both before and during the use of licensed spectrum bands. In this section, we first formulate the problem of spectrum sensing in CR and then describe the basic spectrum sensing techniques, including energy detection, cyclostationary detection, pilot-based coherent detection, and some other detection techniques.
A. Spectrum Holes
CR is designed to identify and scavenge the spectrum holes in the licensed spectrum bands. A spectrum hole is defined as a licensed spectrum band that can be used by CR users without interfering the primary or licensed users. Generally spectrum holes can be broadly divided into two categories: temporal spectrum holes and spatial spectrum holes, which are shown in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) , respectively.
A temporal spectrum hole means that there is no primary transmission over the spectrum band of interest during the time of sensing (over a reasonable period); hence, this band can be utilized by CR users in the current time slot. For the temporal spectrum holes, as indicated in Fig. 1(a) , the secondary users are located in the coverage area of the primary transmission. Consequently, it is relatively easy to detect the presence or absence of the primary user activity since CR users only need to have a similar detection sensitivity as regular primary receivers and, more importantly, identifying the presence of a primary signal is much easier than demodulating and decoding it. Therefore, spectrum sensing in this case does not pose a onerous demand on signal processing.
A spatial spectrum hole exists when the spectrum band of interest is occupied by the primary transmission only in a restricted area; hence, this band can be utilized by CR users well outside this area [5] . 1 In contrast with the utilization of temporal spectrum holes, secondary users utilizing spatial spectrum holes work outside the coverage of the primary transmission, as indicated in Fig. 1(b) . Since there are no primary receivers outside the coverage area, secondary communication over the licensed band is allowed if only the secondary transmitter does not interfere with the primary transmission and reception within the coverage area. To accomplish this, the secondary transmitter has to successfully detect the presence of the primary signal at any location where the secondary transmission may cause intolerable interference to the possible nearby primary receiver. Since the secondary users fall outside the coverage area of the primary transmission, detection of the primary signal in this case is a challenging task.
Here we elaborate the stringent signal processing requirements for detection of spatial spectrum holes from a geographic perspective as in [6] and [7] . Denote P p and P s as the transmit powers of the primary and the secondary transmitters, respectively, P n as the noise power at the primary and the secondary receivers, R as the maximum distance between the primary transmitter and the coverage edge, and D as the minimum distance between the secondary transmitter and the coverage edge. Further define À min as the lowest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) level at the primary receiver that guarantees successful primary signal reception. In order for the 1 In theory, the area is defined not necessarily in the geographical sense but in the communication sense; a covered area or coverage is where the link between a receiver and the target transmitter is sustainable. primary receivers located the furthest from the primary transmitter to be able to detect the primary signal, we must have
where LðÁÞ denotes the power loss for a given distance, including the path loss, shadowing, and multipath fading. Define
which is the power margin factor of the primary system.
Under the worst case that the primary receiver lies on the coverage edge, the furthest ðRÞ from the primary transmitter, and the nearest ðDÞ from the secondary transmitter, as indicated in Fig. 1(b) , the received SNR at the primary receiver is given by
For to be above À min , it is required that 
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where L À1 ðÁÞ denotes the inverse function of LðÁÞ. According to (4) , D min increases with the transmit power of the secondary transmitter P s and decreases with the power margin factor of the primary system . Equation (4) also indicates that, to avoid intolerable interference with the primary transmission, any secondary transmitter with transmit power P s must successfully detect the presence of primary signal when it is R þ D min away from the primary transmitter. In other words, there exists a protection area for the primary transmission in which the presence of primary signal must be successfully detected by secondary transmitters to avoid interfering with the primary transmission. As indicated in Fig. 1(b) , the protection area of primary transmission contains and is larger than the primary transmission coverage. Since the secondary users are required to detect the presence of primary signal well outside the primary transmission coverage, the detection of spatial spectrum holes entails advanced spectrum sensing techniques. Generally, secondary users utilizing spatial spectrum holes must have a much higher detection sensitivity than regular primary receivers.
B. Primary Signal Detection
Whether for the detection of temporal or spatial spectrum holes, spectrum sensing in CR involves deciding whether the primary signal is present or not from the observed signals. It can be formulated as the following two hypotheses:
where yðtÞ is the received signal at the CR user, sðtÞ is the primary signal, iðtÞ is interference, 2 and wðtÞ is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In (5), H 0 and H 1 denote the hypotheses corresponding to the absence and presence of the primary signal, respectively. Thus from the observation yðtÞ, the CR user needs to decide between H 0 and H 1 .
For different licensed band(s), primary signals have different characteristics. The 802.22 wireless regional-area network (WRAN) is developed to work in licensed TV bands; therefore the primary signal is the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) digital TV signal or the wireless microphone signal. For CR networks to utilize the temporally idle spectrum bands allocated to the 3G cellular mobile communication system, the primary signal may be direct spread code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) signal or orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) signal for its long-term evaluation (LTE) version. In this paper, we do not restrict the primary signal to any waveform. Instead, we exploit the characteristics of the primary signal that are generally known to the public for spectrum sensing. Up to now, various spectrum sensing techniques have been proposed to utilize the characteristics or the a priori knowledge of the primary signal. In the rest of this section, we will focus on the basic spectrum sensing techniques that can be implemented at an individual CR user. Cooperative spectrum sensing techniques will be addressed in the next section.
C. Energy Detection
Energy detection [8] is the simplest spectrum sensing technique, which is shown in Fig. 2. An energy detector (ED) simply treats the primary signal as noise and decides on the presence or absence of the primary signal based on the energy of the observed signal. Since it does not need any a priori knowledge of the primary signal, the ED is robust to the variation of the primary signal. Moreover, the ED does not involve complicated signal processing and has low complexity.
In practice, energy detection is especially suitable for wide-band spectrum sensing. In this case, the simultaneous sensing of a number of subbands can be realized by simply scanning the power spectral density (PSD) of the received wide-band signal. In practice, it is advisable to complete wide-band spectrum sensing via two stages. In the first stage, low-complexity energy detection is applied to search for possible idle subbands; in the second stage, more advanced spectrum sensing techniques with a higher detection sensitivity and thereby higher complexity, such as cyclostationary detection, are applied to the subband candidates to determine whether they are actually available for secondary usage.
Performance Analysis: As indicated in Fig. 2 
where SðmÞ and WðmÞ denote the spectral components of the received primary signal and the white noise on the subband 2 The difference between interference and noise is that interference is undesired man-made colored signal while noise is white and statistically Gaussian. When interference from various sources in the environment approximates Gaussian and white, it is regarded as noise. of interest in the mth segment, respectively. The decision of the ED regarding the subband of interest is given bŷ
where the threshold is chosen to satisfy a target false-alarm probability. 4 Without loss of generality, we assume the noise WðmÞ is white complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance two. Define the instantaneous SNR of the received primary signal within the current M segments as
Then the test statistics of the ED Y follows a central chisquare distribution with 2M degrees of freedom under H 0 , and a noncentral chi-square distribution with 2M degrees of freedom and a noncentrality parameter
where f Y ðYÞ denotes the probability density function (pdf) of Y and 2 M and 2 M ðÞ denote a central and noncentral chi-square distribution, respectively. Thus the false-alarm probability P F ¼ PðY > jH 0 Þ can be expressed as [9] 
where ÀðÁÞ and ÀðÁ; ÁÞ denote the gamma function and the upper incomplete gamma function [10] , respectively. Given the target false-alarm probability, the threshold can be uniquely determined based on (10) . Once is determined, the detection probability P D ¼ PðY > jH 1 Þ can be obtained by [9] 
where Q M ðÁ; ÁÞ is the generalized Marcum Q-function and f ðÞ is the pdf of . In [9] , a closed-form expression of the detection probability of the ED over general Nakagami fading channel has been derived.
Advanced Power Spectrum Estimation Techniques: As indicated in Fig. 2 , energy-detection-based wide-band spectrum sensing can monitor multiple subbands simultaneously by scanning the estimated power spectrum of the received wide-band signal. 5 Obviously, an accurate power spectrum estimate is vital to successful detection of idle subbands. Over a wide spectrum band of interest, some subbands may be occupied by licensed services with significantly different transmit powers and the others may be unoccupied and filled with random noise only. As a result, the power spectrum estimator must have a high spectral dynamic range (SDR), which is defined as the ratio of the maximum and the minimum spectral powers that are distinguishable by this estimator [11] . The ED shown in Fig. 2 applies the simplest periodogram spectral estimator [12] . In the following, we will investigate more advanced nonparametric power spectrum estimation techniques that can be applied to improve the performance of energy detection.
Here we refer to [11] and investigate power spectral estimation from the perspective of filter bank. The principle of filter bank power spectrum estimation is shown in Fig. 3 . Suppose there are altogether N subbands in the whole spectrum band of interest. As indicated in the figure, the ith ð0 i N À 1Þ subfilter of the filter bank h i ðnÞ ¼ hðnÞe j2f i n is utilized to extract the spectral component of the received signal over the ith subband with the normalized center frequency f i ¼ i=N, where hðnÞ, the low-pass filter used to realize the zeroth subband, is called the prototype filter of the filter bank. Obviously, the selection of the prototype filter determines the accuracy of spectral estimation. More specifically, the magnitude of the side lobes of the prototype filter determines the amount of power leakage from the neighboring subbands to the subband of interest and, hence, determines the SDR of the power spectrum estimator. Therefore, in order to improve the performance of power spectrum estimation, the side lobes of the prototype filter should be reduced. 4 The threshold defines an operating point on the Breceiver operating curve[ over two performance parametersVthe false-alarm probability and the missed detection probability. Here, the false-alarm probability is customarily chosen as the primary operating specification.
For the classical periodogram spectral estimator, the signal energy on the ith subband is estimated bŷ
where wðnÞ denotes a symmetric window function, i.e., wðnÞ ¼ wðN À 1 À nÞ, 0 n N À 1. Equation (12) indicates that the periodogram spectral estimator is actually a filter-bank-based one with the prototype filter being the window function wðnÞ. For the simple FFT-based power spectrum estimator in Fig. 2 , a rectangular window is implied, which, as the prototype filter, has large side lobes and therefore inevitably results in a limited SDR of the estimator.
To improve the performance of periodogram spectral estimator, various window functions with small side lobes have been proposed [13] to preprocess the received signal before FFT operation, and this is called tapering in the literature. Though tapering effectively reduces the bias of the power spectrum estimate of a stochastic signal, it unfortunately increases its variance because of the information loss caused by the truncation of the time-domain windowing. To mitigate such information loss, it has been proposed to utilize multiple tapers, or prototype filters, in power spectrum estimation so as to reduce the variance of the estimate. This is called multitaper spectral estimation [14] . In the multitaper method, a special family of sequences known as the Slepian sequences are usually applied as the tapers for spectral estimation. The Slepian sequences have two basic characteristics: first, their Fourier transforms have the maximal energy concentration in the main lobe, which means the least power leakage when applied for spectral estimation; secondly, they are orthogonal to each other, which means that the estimate outputs of different estimation entities employing different tapers are uncorrelated if only the variation of the signal spectrum over each subband is negligible. As a result, averaging these estimates will result in a minimum variance. Due to the two characteristics of the Slepian sequences, the multitaper spectral estimation has been shown nearly optimal in the sense that it almost achieves the Cramer-Rao bound for a nonparametric spectral estimator [15] . Therefore, the multitaper spectral estimation has been recommended by Haykin in [3] as a promising power spectrum estimation technique for energy-detection-based wide-band spectrum sensing.
Although the multitaper spectral estimation has nearly optimal performance, it involves high implementation complexity. Recently, filter bank multicarrier communication techniques, including the OFDM offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM), cosine modulated multitone (CMT), and filtered multitone (FMT), have been proposed for the physical layer of CR systems [16] . These filter bank multicarrier techniques provide a high flexibility in adapting the spectrum shape of the transmitted signal in accordance with the available licensed bands and, at the same time, can better mitigate the mutual interference between the primary and secondary users than the conventional OFDM technique, as will be discussed in detail in Section IV. Since the prototype filters of these filter bank multicarrier techniques have small side lobes, these filter banks can be utilized for accurate power spectral estimation in wide-band spectrum sensing. It has been shown in [11] that such filter bank power spectrum estimators can achieve a similar SDR as the multitaper method with a lower complexity. More importantly, since the filter bank has already been exploited as the physical layer of CR systems for multicarrier communication, it can be utilized for spectrum sensing without any additional cost.
Limitations of Energy Detection:
So far, we have assumed that the noise power is exactly known for the ED. However, this assumption may be invalid under certain environments. The noise usually consists of the local thermal noise and the environment noise. In practice, the local thermal noise changes over time because of temperature variations at the receiver; the environment noise, which is an aggregation of random signals from various sources in the environment, also varies with time. As a result, though the central limit theorem is invoked to justify the Gaussian nature of noise, it is practically impossible to know the current noise power exactly. Moreover, the existence of variable in-band interference makes the situation even worse. As a result, such noise and interference power uncertainty severely degrades the performance of energy detection. Denote 
In other words, for all received SNRs smaller than w , there exists a possibility that the ED is not able to distinguish between the two hypotheses H 0 and H 1 , no matter how many samples the ED utilizes. In [17] , bounds on the SNR wall of general detectors based on the 2kth moments have been presented for a slightly more general noise uncertainty model.
Even if the actual noise and interference power is known exactly, the performance of energy detection is still limited by its inability to differentiate the primary signal from the interference and noise, especially when it comes to low-power primary signals such as spread spectrum signals. While the ED is a good option when the CR user knows nothing about the primary signal or when complexity is the main concern, more complicated and accurate spectrum sensing techniques that exploit the primary signal characteristics should be employed to achieve a better detection performance. This is particularly meaningful in CR networks since the primary signal has certain signatures, such as modulation, coding, and pilot symbols, that can be extracted to improve the detection capability. In the rest of this section, we will investigate various spectrum sensing techniques that utilize different characteristics of the primary signal and are able to differentiate the primary signal from the interference and noise.
D. Cyclostationary Detection
Man-made signals are generally nonstationary. Some of them are cyclostationary, i.e., their statistics exhibit periodicity, which may be caused by modulation and coding or even be intentionally produced to aid channel estimation and synchronization. Such periodicity can be utilized for detection of a random signal with a particular modulation type in a background of noise and other modulated signals. This is called cyclostationary detection. Mathematically, cyclostationary detection is realized by analyzing the cyclic autocorrelation function (CAF) [18] of the received signal, or, equivalently, its two-dimensional spectrum correlation function (SCF) [19] since the spectrum redundancy caused by periodicity in the modulated signal results in correlation between widely separated frequency components [19] , [20] .
As a spectrum sensing scheme in CR, cyclostationary detection is especially appealing because it is capable of differentiating the primary signal from the interference and noise. Due to its noise rejection property, cyclostationary detection works even in very low SNR region, where the traditional signal detection method, such as the ED, fails. In [4] , cyclostationary detectors have been demonstrated to enhance the detection capability, especially in the presence of noise power uncertainty. In [21] , joint cyclostationary detection and optimal data fusion has been considered to improve the overall detection performance of CR networks. The FCC has suggested cyclostationary detectors as a useful alternative to enhance the detection sensitivity in CR networks [1] .
Consider a typical digitally modulated signal of the form
where T 0 is the symbol period, t 0 is an unknown timing offset, and gðtÞ is the shaping pulse. For simplicity, assume that the sequence aðnÞ is stationary with zero mean and variance 2 a ; then the time-varying autocorrelation function (TVAF) of sðtÞ is defined as
where
and Gðf Þ is the Fourier transform of gðtÞ.
The function R ðÞ is called the cyclic autocorrelation function and is called cyclic frequency. As indicated in (16) , the CAF at a given cyclic frequency determines the correlation between spectral components of the signal separated in frequency by an amount of . In general [19] , the CAF of cyclostationary signals is nonzero only for integer multiples of a fundamental cyclic frequency 0 . For the signal model given in (14) , 0 ¼ 1=T 0 . Thus, given T 0 , the CAF can be utilized to determine the presence or absence of the primary signal by evaluating the values of R ðÞ at corresponding cyclic frequencies. In practice, cyclostationary detection can be implemented in discrete time domain. Let yðnÞ, 0 n N À 1, denote the sampled received signal at the CR user; then the discrete-time CAF of the received signal at a cyclic frequency can be estimated as [18] 
where L is the number of lags. Then a vector is constructed as
where Ref:g and Imf:g refer to the real and imaginary parts of a complex number, respectively. In [18] , the statistical characteristics of b r under H 0 and H 1 for a sufficiently large N have been investigated; based on that, an algorithm has been developed to perform CAF-based cyclostationary detection.
So far, we have assumed that the period of the primary signal T 0 is known to the CR user. This assumption is reasonable in the early stage of CR application since, in this stage, only limited spectrum bands, for example, the TV bands, are open to CR users and the characteristics of the primary signals are well known to the public. However, when CR is allowed to work in a wide spectrum band in the future, the periods of some modulated primary signals may be unknown to CR users. In this case, an exhaustive search of the cyclic frequencies is needed in cyclostationary detection. This means huge complexity and the loss of the ability to differentiate the primary signal from the interference that is also cyclostationary. Similar comments also apply to other spectrum sensing techniques that are based on the a priori knowledge of the primary signal.
E. Pilot-Based Coherent Detection
In practical communication systems, pilots are usually transmitted periodically to help receivers perform time or frequency synchronization, channel estimation, etc. These pilots, if known to CR users, can be utilized for coherent detection of the primary signal. Similar to cyclostationary detection, pilot-based coherent detection is capable of distinguishing the primary signal from the interference and noise. Therefore, it works even under a very low SNR region. Moreover, it has lower complexity and higher agility than statistics-based cyclostationary detection. Therefore, pilotbased coherent detection is always a preferred spectrum sensing scheme in practice.
It is well known that the optimal way for detection of a known signal is the matched filter (MF) detection [4] since it maximizes the received SNR. Here we give a brief review of the MF-based spectrum sensing scheme. Let the sampled received signal at the CR user be yðnÞ ¼ hpðnÞ þ wðnÞ; 0 n N À 1 (19) where pðnÞ and wðnÞ denote the pilot sequence and the white noise, respectively, h denotes the quasi-static block fading channel from the primary transmitter to the CR user, and ¼ 0 and ¼ 1 denote the absence and presence of the primary signal, respectively. Define
as the average power of the pilot signal. Then the instantaneous SNR within the current detection period is given by
where 2 n denotes the noise power. Fig. 4 shows a schematic representation of the MF detector, which forms the test statistics as
and makes the decision accordingly aŝ
where the threshold is chosen to satisfy a target falsealarm probability. It can be easily shown that under the AWGN assumption, the test statistics of the MF detector Y follows a central chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom under H 0 and a noncentral chi-square distribution with two degrees of freedom and a non-centrality parameter ¼ 2N under H 1 , i.e., 
based on which the false-alarm probability and the detection probability for a given decision threshold can be obtained.
In the above discussion, we have assumed perfect timing with the transmitted pilot signal at the CR receiver. Since the CR user does not even know whether the primary signal exists, the perfect timing assumption may not be true in practice. Suppose there exists a maximum time offset of L samples; then the MF detector has to perform an exhaustive search of the time offset by forming the following test statistics: As a result, the implementation complexity is increased and the detection performance is also degraded. Recently, various pilot-based coherent detection schemes have been proposed for spectrum sensing in CR. In [22] , FFT-based pilot energy and location detection schemes have been proposed for spectrum sensing in 802.22 WRAN. The two schemes are designed to utilize the pilot inserted in the ATSC digital TV signals for carrier frequency recovery at the receiver. In [23] , both data and segment synchronization sequences in the ATSC digital TV signals have been utilized for spectrum sensing in 802.22 WRAN.
F. Covariance-Based Detection
The key idea behind covariance-based primary signal detection is that the primary signal received at the CR user is usually correlated because of the dispersive channels, the utility of multiple receive antennas, or even oversampling. Such correlation can be utilized by the CR user to differentiate the primary signal from white noise.
Specifically, covariance-based detector determines the presence or absence of the primary signal based on the covariance matrix of the received signal. Suppose that the received signal is given by yðnÞ ¼ sðnÞ þ wðnÞ; 0 n N À 1 (26) where ¼ 1 and ¼ 0 denote the presence and absence of the primary signal, respectively. Then the sample covariance matrix of the received signal can be estimated as
It can be shown [24] that b R y converges in probability at
where R s is the L Â L covariance matrix of the primary signal vector
2 n is the noise power, and I L is an L Â L identity matrix.
Based on the sample covariance matrix of the received signal b R y , various test statistics have been developed for detection of the primary signal, including the ratio of its maximum and minimum eigenvalues [24] , the ratio of its diagonal and off-diagonal elements [25] , and its maximum eigenvalue [26] . As an example, we introduce the first one in the following.
Let max and min denote the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of R y , respectively. Define u ¼ ð max ; min Þ; then, according to (29) 
where max and min are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of R s , respectively. Because of the correlation among the sampled primary signals max > min . Therefore, if there is no primary signal
Based on the above heuristic, the eigenvalue-based detection algorithm can be formulated as follows [24] . 1) Estimate the covariance matrix of the received signal according to (27) . 2) Calculate the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix as max and min , respectively, and compute the decision statistics
3) Obtain the final decision
In [24] , the statistical characteristics of max and min under H 0 have been investigated. Based on that, a closed-from expression of the decision threshold for a given false-alarm probability has been obtained. In general, it is tough to obtain a closed-form expression of the detection probability P D ¼ Prf max > min jH 1 g. However, it can be calculated using numerical methods.
It must be mentioned that the performance of covariance-based detection depends on the statistics of the received primary signal. In the extreme case that the primary signal appears like white noise, a covariance-based detector will fail. In practice, however, the correlation of the received primary signal can be created, for example, by utilizing multiple antennas at the CR receiver.
G. Wavelet-Based Detection
A wide spectrum band may consist of disjoint entities occupying different frequencies. Let f 0 ; f 1 ; . . . ; f K denote the frequency boundaries of K disjoint spectrum bands occupying a total bandwidth of B Hz. The CR network needs to determine which of the spectrum bands is currently unoccupied so as to scavenge that particular band. In Section II-C, we have investigated energydetection-based wide-band spectrum sensing, in which the magnitude of the estimated PSD of the received signal is utilized to decide on the presence or absence of the primary signal in each spectrum band. By assuming that the power spectral characteristic is smooth within each subband but exhibits a discontinuous change between adjacent subbands, a novel approach has been proposed in [27] to identify and locate the spectrum holes by analyzing the irregularities in the estimated PSD with wavelet transform, an attractive mathematical tool for analyzing singularities and irregular structures of signals.
Let yðnÞ denote a wide-band received signal at a CR user. It is a combination of signals from various primary users and is of the form
where k ¼ 1 and k ¼ 0 denote the presence and absence of the primary signal in the kth band, respectively, and s k ðnÞ is the signal from the kth primary transmitter. In order to detect the presence of the kth primary user, the PSD of s k ðnÞ, S k ðf Þ needs to be estimated. However, usually the frequency boundaries and even the value of K are unknown to the CR network. In [27] , a wavelet-based approach has been developed to estimate the number of subbands and the corresponding frequency boundaries. Once the region of support is determined, the PSD on each spectrum band can be estimated, based on which the presence of spectrum holes is detected. Specifically, wavelet-based detection has been developed under the following assumptions [27] .
1) The range of the entire spectrum band, i.e., the values of f min ð¼ f 1 Þ and f max ð¼ f K Þ, is known to the CR network.
2) The number of licensed spectrum bands K is unknown to the CR network.
3) The PSD of each occupied band is smooth and almost flat in its region of support, i.e., for all k,
The PSD of the noise process is flat throughout the whole bandwidth, i.e., S n ðf Þ ¼ N 0 for all f . With the above assumptions, the PSD of the received signal yðnÞ can be expressed as
where 11ðÁÞ refers to the indicator function. In practice, S y ðf Þ needs to be estimated from yðnÞ. For example, in the periodogram approach [28] , S y ðf Þ is estimated as
Given such an estimate of the PSD, it is of interest for the CR network to know which of the k s are nonzero. In the wavelet-based approach developed in [27] , an appropriate wavelet smoothing function ðf Þ is first chosen to extract the features from the estimated PSD b S y ðf Þ. Typical examples of ðf Þ include the Gaussian function and the perfect reconstruction filter bank [29] . The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of b S y ðf Þ is thus given by
where Ã denotes convolution operation and s ðf Þ ¼ ð1=sÞðf =sÞ is the dilated version of ðf Þ by a dyadic scale factor, s ¼ 2 j , 1 j J. Then the following proposition has been proved in [30] . 
where Bmax[ denotes the local maximization operation. Once the frequency boundaries are obtained based on (39), the number of subbands within the whole spectrum 6 The frequency boundaries of the PSD have to be thosef k s that are local maxima of b W 0 y ðs; f Þ for all values of s because random noises result in local maxima at some frequencies for isolated values of s.
band K can be determined accordingly. Afterwards, the PSD on each subband can be estimated as
If k % 0 for k, the CR user deduces that the corresponding spectrum band is unoccupied.
H. Comments
In the above discussion, we have introduced various basic spectrum sensing techniques. Different detectors are applicable to different scenarios and have different performance. The energy detector is the simplest and most robust detector. It does not require any a priori knowledge of the primary signal and works for any primary system. Therefore, it is suitable for detection of the primary signal about which the CR user knows nothing. In order to improve the detection performance, it is vital for a detector to be able to differentiate the primary signal from the interference and noise. In practice, such differentiation can be realized if some a priori knowledge of the primary signal is known to the CR user. Depending on what information the CR user knows about the primary signal, different detectors can be applied under different scenarios. A covariance-based detector is suitable when the primary signal is known as correlated; a cyclostationary detector is suitable when the period of the primary signal is known; a matched filter detector is suitable when the pilot signal of the primary system is known. Recently, probability-based spectrum sensing techniques have been proposed in [31] and [32] to utilize the statistical information on the primary user activity. The more the CR user knows about the primary signal, the better the detector works. As mentioned, in the early stage of CR application, the characteristics of the primary signal, such as the ATSC digital TV signal in 802.22 WRAN, are usually well known, and therefore pilot-based coherent detection or cyclostationary detection can be applied to improve the performance of spectrum sensing.
III. SPECTRUM SENSING: COOPERATIVE DETECTION
As indicated before, spectrum sensing plays a critical role in CR networks. However, multipath fading and shadowing, the fundamental characteristics of wireless channels, present a major challenge of spectrum sensing. If the primary signal is deeply faded or blocked by large obstacles in the environment, then the power of the received primary signal will be too weak to detect its presence. Fortunately, the impact of multipath fading and shadowing can be mitigated by the spatial diversity in multiuser CR networks. In [33] , it has been shown that the detection capability of the CR network can be improved by letting multiple CR users take turns to sense the channel instead of designating a fixed CR user for spectrum sensing. Since multipath fading varies significantly on the scale of halfwavelength and shadowing varies significantly on the scale of 20-500 m depending on the environment, the probability that multiple CR users are experiencing deep fading or are blocked by obstacles simultaneously is rather low. Therefore, cooperation among CR users will effectively improve the performance of spectrum sensing. It has been demonstrated that cooperation can improve the detection performance [34] , relax the sensitivity requirements [35] , and decrease the detection time required [36] , [37] . In this section, we will present various cooperative spectrum sensing techniques that have been proposed recently for centralized and decentralized CR networks, respectively.
A. Centralized CR Networks
Cooperative spectrum sensing in a centralized CR network consists of a base station or access point and a number of CR users. In this network, each CR user sends its sensing information to the base station via the common control channels while the base station combines the sensing information and makes a decision on the presence or absence of the primary signal. For simplicity, we assume that sensing information is sent from the CR users to the base station free of error. Generally, the sensing information combination at the base station can be categorized by soft combination and hard combination techniques.
Soft Combination: In soft combination, the CR users send their original sensing data to the base station without quantization. While soft combination requires large overhead to feedback the sensing data, it has excellent detection performance.
In [3] , Haykin has recommended a multitaper-method singular-value-decomposition (MTM-SVD) based cooperative scheme to estimate the interference temperature of the radio environment. As demonstrated below, this scheme is essentially a soft-combination-based cooperative spectrum sensing scheme. Consider an M-user cooperative CR network, where the multitaper method is applied at each CR user for wide-band spectral analysis. In the MTM-SVD method, the mth ð1 m MÞ CR user computes its kth eigenspectrum over the frequency of interest by to the base station. Then an M Â K eigenspectrum matrix is constructed at the base station as
Aðf Þ¼ 
where ! m denotes the weight allocated to the mth CR user to take its geographic environment into account. By combining the eigenspectrum vectors of different CR users, the MTM-SVD method is capable of utilizing the spatial diversity in wireless channels to improve the performance of spectrum sensing. But this is not the full story yet. The eigenspectrum vector from each CR user consists of the primary signal and noise. For different CR users, the noise part is independent while the primary signal part is correlated. In light of this, the MTM-SVD method tries to utilize the correlation in the primary signal part of the eigenspectrum vectors from different CR users to improve the detection performance. This is accomplished by applying the singular value decomposition to the eigenspectrum matrix
where k ðf Þ is the kth singular value of Aðf Þ, u k ðf Þ is the associated left singular vector, and v k ðf Þ is the associated right singular vector. Then the base station makes a decision on the presence or absence of the primary signal according to the largest singular value of Aðf Þ. Due to the accuracy of the mutltitaper spectral analysis and the denoising effect of the SVD, the MTM-SVD-based cooperative spectrum sensing scheme can achieve a nearly optimal performance [3] .
In the MTM-SVD method, the CR user needs to send a K-dimensional eigenspectrum vector to the base station while the base station needs to perform SVD operation on the constructed eigenspectrum matrix. Therefore, it requires lots of feedback overheads and has high computational complexity. In [38] , various soft-combinationbased cooperative energy detection schemes with low complexity have been investigated. In these schemes, each CR user sends its observed energy of the received signal to the base station while the base station decides on the presence or absence of the primary signal based on a weighted summation of these energies
where Y m is the observed energy of the mth CR user given by (6) and ! m is the associated weight. In [38] , an optimal combination (OC) scheme of the observed energies that maximizes the detection probability for a given false-alarm probability has been proposed based on the Gaussian primary signal assumption. In the OC scheme, the weight corresponding to each CR user is based on the instantaneous SNR of that user. Although the OC scheme works well as a performance benchmark for various soft combination schemes, it needs the instantaneous channel information of the CR users and may be impractical in certain environments. In contrast, the equal-gain combination (EGC) of the observed energies does not need any channel information and provides a reasonable performance as well [38] . Therefore, EGC is a feasible soft combination scheme in practice.
Hard Combination: Although soft combination schemes have a good detection performance, they require a lot of overhead to feedback the observation, which sacrifices the spectral efficiency. Recently, hard combination schemes have been proposed to achieve a tradeoff between performance and complexity [34] , [38] . In hard combination schemes, the CR users send quantized sensing information to the base station. While local hard decision at the CR users causes information loss and performance degradation, it greatly reduces the amount of feedback. For simplicity, here we only consider energy detection; extension to other basic spectrum sensing techniques introduced in Section II is straightforward.
The simplest hard combination scheme is the one-bit counting scheme, in which each CR user sends one-bit information to the base station regarding whether its observed energy is above a predetermined threshold. If there are K CR users out of M above this threshold, the primary signal will be declared present. So this decision criterion is also called K-out-of-M rule [39] . While the optimal value of K in the one-bit counting scheme generally depends on the type of channel CR users experience, it has been demonstrated in [40] that the 1-out-of-M (OR) rule has the best detection performance under most practical fading channels.
In the conventional one-bit counting scheme, there is only one threshold dividing the observed energy into two regions with equivalent weights w 0 ¼ 0 and w 1 ¼ 1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . As a result, all of the CR users above this threshold are allocated the same weight regardless of the possible significant differences in their observed energies. Intuitively, a better detection performance can be achieved if we divide the observed energy into more regions, allocating larger weights to the upper regions and smaller weights to the lower regions. Based on the above heuristic, a new two-bit hard combination scheme has been proposed in [38] , the principle of which is shown in Fig. 5(b) . In this scheme, three thresholds 1 , 2 , and 3 divide the observed energy into four regions with different weights w 0 , w 1 , w 2 and w 3 . Therefore, each CR user needs to feedback twobit information to indicate the region of its observed energy. Different from the one-bit counting scheme, the two-bit hard combination scheme calculates a weighted summation of the numbers of CR users falling in different regions. In [38] , the optimal partition of the regions and weight allocation for the two-bit hard combination scheme have been investigated. It has been demonstrated in [38] that the two-bit hard combination scheme exhibits comparable performance with the EGC soft combination scheme despite its having much less complexity and overhead.
B. Decentralized CR Networks
Cooperative communication schemes with orthogonal transmission have been proposed in [41] and [42] . It has been shown in [41] that the amplify-and-forward (AF) cooperation protocol, in which one user acts as a relay for the other and amplifies and forwards the signal received from its partner without any further processing, achieves full cooperative diversity. Recently, cooperative spectrum sensing in a decentralized CR network equipped with this AF cooperation protocol has been investigated in [36] and [37] . Fig. 6 shows a schematic representation of the AF cooperation scheme in a decentralized CR network. In the figure, P denotes the primary user and CR user U 1 is sending data to CR user U 3 , while CR user U 2 acts as an AF relay for U 1 . The AF cooperation scheme consists of two stages or time slots [36] : in the first time slot, t 1 , U 1 transmits while U 2 listens; in the second time slot, t 2 , U 2 transmits while U 1 keeps silent. Thus orthogonal transmission of U 1 and U 2 is guaranteed. Since continuous spectrum sensing is required during the process of secondary communication between the CR users, actually U 1 does not idle the second time slot away. Instead, U 1 listens to its partner U 2 and decides whether the received signal contains the primary signal in the second time slot.
According to the AF cooperation scheme, the received signal at U 2 in the first time slot is given by
where t 1 denotes the first time slot, pðt 1 Þ and sðt 1 Þ denote the primary signal and the transmitted signal of U 1 , respectively, h pi and h ij , 1 i, j 2, denote the channel gain between P and U i , and between U i and U j , respectively, w 2 ðt 1 Þ denotes the noise at U 2 , and ¼ 1 and ¼ 0 denote the presence and absence of the primary signal, respectively. The received signal at U 1 in the second time slot is given by
where g denotes the amplifying gain of the relay and h 21 ¼ h 12 since the channels are assumed to be reciprocal. After cancelling sðt 1 Þ from y 1 ðt 2 Þ, the left signal at U 1 under the cooperation case is given bŷ In contrast, the received signal at U 1 under noncooperation case is given by y 1 ðtÞ ¼ h p1 pðtÞ þ wðtÞ:
Denote P D;C and P D;N to be the detection probabilities of U 1 under cooperation and noncooperation cases for a given false-alarm probability, respectively. In [36] , it has been demonstrated that whether P D;C is greater than P D;N depends on the channel gain between the primary user and the relay h p2 , the amplifying gain of the relay g, and the channel gain between the source CR user and the relay h 21 . In other words, AF cooperation improves the performance of spectrum sensing only under certain scenarios. Therefore, appropriate pairing of cooperative CR users is needed to optimize the overall detection capability of the CR network. In [37] , an efficient pairing algorithm has been developed for a decentralized CR network, and the corresponding performance analysis has also been delivered.
IV. SPECTRUM SCULPTING
Detecting the presence of primary users in a given frequency band is the first step in the operation of a CR network. In order to utilize the available bands, which change with time, CR operators need to avoid introducing interferences to the primary users as well as ensure proper reception of secondary signal. The measures a working CR network may take to accomplish these goals include: band-dropping; tone-nulling, particularly in an OFDM framework; signal-shaping, commonly referred to as spectrum shaping; and active interference cancelation.
When adjacent channel interferences to and from the primary users occur, the CR network may simply drop the band. This will require the CR system to adopt and incorporate frequency diversity in order to maintain an uninterrupted communication, something OFDM is ready to support. Band-dropping, although resulting in inefficient use of the spectrum, has the advantage of much simplified and eased handling of signal digitization and quantization right after the intermediate-frequency stage of the demodulation process [43] . Tone-nulling is similar to band-dropping and uses more advanced techniques to suppress the side lobes, at a higher resolution in terms of the frequency selectivity. Active interference cancellation as proposed in [44] requires the computation of canceling tones for each affected OFDM symbol to create additional notch depth. In this paper, we focus on signal or spectrum shaping.
As mentioned, in any CR network, the bandwidth available for transmission typically varies with time because the CR users need to avoid those (spectrum) regions that are currently occupied by the primary users. As a result, the CR users must be equipped with the capability to shape the spectrum of the transmitted signal so as to avoid interference with the primary users. More precisely, let B 1 ; B 2 ; . . . ; B N denote the available spectrum bands for the CR network and let sðtÞ denote the transmitted signal of any CR user with PSD Sðf Þ; then it is required that
where supportðSÞ denotes the set of all frequencies f satisfying that Sðf Þ > with being a predefined threshold. To meet this requirement, multicarrier communication techniques and TDCS have been proposed recently for CR transmission.
A. Multicarrier-Based Cognitive Radio
Multicarrier communication techniques have been proposed as candidates for the physical layer of CR systems because they can provide a flexible spectrum shape that fills the gaps in the available bandwidth without causing interference to the primary users. This is commonly referred to as spectrum pooling [45] . Essentially, the idea behind spectrum pooling is to merge available spectrum holes into a virtual band for CR users. This is especially important in high-data-rate applications that typically require a large bandwidth. Another advantage of multicarrier techniques as physical layer candidates of CR systems is that the multicarrier processing structure employed for signal transmission and reception can be also utilized for wide-band spectral analysis. Consequently, spectrum sensing can be performed without any additional cost.
OFDM, the most popular multicarrier technique, has been proposed as the first candidate for the physical layer of CR systems [45] . Since the OFDM technique has an inherent capability to combat multipath fading and avoid the intersymbol interference, it is especially suitable for wide-band wireless communications. As a mature technique that has been intensively studied for the past decades, OFDM multicarrier technique is a natural choice for CR transmission.
In OFDM-based spectrum pooling CR networks, by nulling the appropriate subcarriers, the transmitter can avoid the spectrum regions currently used by the licensed users or other cognitive users. Let F ¼ ff k ; 1 k Ng denote the total set of frequencies that may be used for CR transmission and D t F denote the available set of frequencies at the current time slot t; then the corresponding time-domain OFDM signal of the CR transmitter is given by
where gðtÞ is the time-domain windowing function, a k denotes the symbol to be transmitted at the kth subchannel, and T S denotes the OFDM symbol duration. Fig. 7 illustrates a schematic representation of the OFDMbased CR transmitter, in which f 1 ; f 3 2 D t for the current time slot t. OFDM-based spectrum pooling networks have been discussed in [45] and [46] . In [45] , various potential problems in employing OFDM-based spectrum pooling networks have been identified, among which we focus on the mutual interference between the CR users and the primary users because it is critical in secondary CR networks that are supposed to work on a noninterference basis.
The conventional OFDM system divides the whole bandwidth into a number of orthogonal subchannels, and therefore there is no cross-interference between different subchannels. For OFDM-based CR networks, however, it is important to note that though the CR network employs OFDM technology, it is not necessary that the primary network also does so. Even if the primary network also employs OFDM modulation with the same subcarrier spacing as the CR network, it is difficult to achieve synchronization between the two different systems. Therefore, there inevitably exists mutual interference between the primary and the secondary systems.
Interference to Primary System: In a typical OFDM system prototype, gðtÞ in (51) is a rectangular windowing function, i.e.,
Suppose the signal sequence fa k g on the kth subchannel is stationary with zero mean and variance 2 k ; then the PSD of the random signal on the kth frequency s k ðtÞ ¼ a k gðtÞe j2f k t is given by [47] 
which consists of a squared sinc function and, hence, has large side lobes. It has been shown in [48] that about 13.16% of the total power of S k ðf Þ leaks to the first eight adjacent subchannels, which may cause severe interference to adjacent primary users. Different signal-processing techniques have been developed recently to reduce the power leakage of the OFDM-based secondary system to the primary system. In [48] , it has been proposed to replace the original rectangular window in (52) with a raised-cosine window so as to reduce the power leakage in the side lobes. Another more effective scheme [48] is for CR users to deactivate the subchannels that are adjacent to the primary bands. The insertion of special cancellation carriers has been proposed in [49] to counteract the side lobes of the secondary signals. While all of the above schemes reduce the interference to the primary system at the expense of a reduced spectral efficiency, an efficient scheme has been proposed in [50] that reduces the side lobes by appropriately weighting the multiple phase-shift keying modulated OFDM subcarriers and, hence, does not consume any additional bandwidth.
Interference to Secondary System: Because of the nonorthogonality between the primary and the secondary subchannels, the primary system also causes interference to the OFDM-based secondary system. An OFDM-based CR receiver truncates the received signal according to the OFDM symbol duration T S and then performs an FFT operation on it. Suppose the discrete-time primary signal on the kth subchannel is p k ½n with PSD S P ðe j! Þ; then the truncated primary signal is given bŷ
where g½n is a rectangular windowing function with the same length as the OFDM block N. Denote the PSD ofp k ½n asŜ P ðe j! Þ; thenŜ P ðe j! Þ can be regarded as an estimate of S P ðe j! Þ through periodogram approach with the period N, and therefore [51] 
and Gðe j! Þ is the discrete Fourier transform of g½n. Therefore, Wðe j! Þ can be equivalently regarded as the power spectral function of the time-domain window g½n.
Equation (55) indicates that the PSD of the truncated primary signal is the convolution of the PSD of the original primary signal and the power spectral function of g½n. Therefore, even if S P ðe j! Þ is ideally rectangular-shaped, there will still be power leakage to the secondary bands because of the signal truncation by the windowing function. One example in [48] has shown that there is about 2.32% power leakage to the first eight adjacent subchannels. According to (55) , one way to reduce the power leakage is to apply a better time-domain windowing function, such as the raised-cosine function, to truncate the received signal at the OFDM-based CR receiver.
Other Issues in OFDM-Based Cognitive Radio: When OFDM is applied for CR transmission, only a part of subchannels that are not currently occupied by the primary system can be utilized, which is different from the conventional OFDM modulation. In light of this, efficient pruning algorithms have been proposed in [52] to reduce the processing time involved in FFT computation in practical OFDM-based CR networks. In [53] , a discontiguous OFDM protocol has been proposed for dynamic spectrum access in idle TV channels. In [54] , a novel low-complexity algorithm has been proposed for reducing the peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM-based cognitive radios. In general, the research in this area has been primarily focusing on OFDM technology suited to CR networks and reduction of adjacent channel interference.
Filter Bank Multicarrier Techniques for CR Transmission:
OFDM modulation is an attractive scheme for CR transmission from the implementation point of view. However, as discussed above, OFDM-based cognitive radio suffers from severe mutual interference between the primary and the secondary systems. Although some interference mitigation algorithms have been proposed in the literature, they either sacrifice the spectral efficiency or are only applicable to certain scenarios. While it has been proposed that the FFT operation employed in an OFDM receiver can be utilized for power spectrum estimation in energydetection-based wide-band spectrum sensing, it is essentially periodogram spectral estimation, which is known as a biased and inconsistent estimator [3] . Therefore, such a power spectrum estimate suffers from a low SDR and fails to detect the presence of low-power primary signals.
Recently, filter bank multicarrier communication techniques, including the OFDM-OQAM, CMT, and FMT, have been proposed as alternative physical-layer candidates of CR systems [16] . From the theory point of view, all of the three filter-bank multicarrier techniques share the same prototype filter: the root-Nyquist filter, an ideal low-pass filter without side lobes. From the implementation point of view, the side lobes of their prototype filters can be made arbitrarily small with relatively low complexity. Therefore, when applied to CR transmission, such filter-bank multicarrier techniques can effectively mitigate the mutual interference between the primary and the secondary systems without sacrificing the spectral efficiency. Moreover, when applied to power spectrum estimation, these filter banks can achieve a similar SDR as the multitaper method with a lower complexity, as discussed in Section II. Because of the above advantages, filter-bank multicarrier techniques have been recommended in [16] as candidates to replace the conventional OFDM multicarrier technique for CR transmission.
B. TDCS-Based Cognitive Radio
The TDCS was initially proposed in [55] for military communications. In a TDCS implementation, the transmitted wide-band waveform is synthesized flexibly according to the unoccupied and uncontaminated spectrum bands so as to avoid interference to and from other communication systems. Essentially, TDCS is a spread spectrum communication system with low transmit power. Therefore, TDCS is suitable for CR networks that are supposed to work on a noninterference basis. Actually, initial results presented in [56] have suggested that TDCS is a potential candidate for CR transmission. In this section, we give a brief introduction to the basic TDCS implementation and some initial research results regarding TDCS-based cognitive radio.
Basic TDCS Implementation: Fig. 8 shows the transmitter structure of a basic TDCS. As shown in the figure, the TDCS transmitter needs to observe the radio surrounding before each data transmission so as to identify those spectrum bands that have been occupied by the primary system or contaminated by adverse interferers. Various power spectrum estimation techniques introduced in Section II-C can be applied here for spectrum analysis. From the spectrum estimation Pð!Þ, the spectrum magnitude Að!Þ is obtained by 
where is the threshold to determine whether a spectrum band is usable or not. Then the spectrum of the basis function for the TDCS is obtained by
where C is the normalization factor to ensure F b ð!Þ has unit energy and ð!Þ is the random phase to ensure that the generated waveform F b ð!Þ has similar properties as white noise to avoid wiretapping. Afterwards, the timedomain basis function f b ðtÞ is obtained as the inverse Fourier transform of F b ð!Þ. Once the basis function is obtained, different modulation schemes, such as the antipodal modulation and binary cyclic shift keying [57] , can be applied for data transmission.
Initial Research Results:
In [57] , various potential CR transmission schemes, including TDCS, OFDM, and multicarrier code-division multiple access (MC-CDMA), have been discussed. In particular, the fundamental differences of TDCS relative to OFDM and MC-CDMA have been investigated. In [58] , it has been observed that the OFDMbased TDCS is especially suitable for random spectrum availability in CR. Enlightened by this phenomena, an interleaved OFDM-based TDCS has been proposed in [58] that has excellent performance especially in the scenario when the percentage of available spectrum bands is low.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have discussed the practical issues involved to build a cognitive radio network from perspective of signal processing. We have identified two fundamental capabilities for any CR network to adapt to its environment and provide resilience under adverse conditions. 1) Spectrum sensing: The CR network needs to continuously monitor the occupied spectrum for possible presence of the licensed users. We have discussed various basic spectrum sensing techniques that exploit null, minimal, or full knowledge of the primary signal characteristics. We have also addressed various cooperative spectrum sensing techniques that can effectively improve the overall detection capability of a CR network by taking advantage of the spatial diversity in wireless channels. 2) Spectrum sculpting: In order to avoid interference with the primary users, the physical layer of the CR user needs to continuously adapt the spectrum of the transmitted signal. This is challenging in the CR environment where the available spectrum varies dynamically with time. In this paper, we have considered multicarrier techniques and TDCS as possible candidates for the physical layer of a CR network. Both of them are able to flexibly switch the transmission off in the subset of carriers occupied by the primary users. Due to space limitations, we are unable to deal with dynamic spectrum access in this paper. To ensure the longevity of the occupancy, the CR network needs to choose that portion of spectrum from the available bandwidth that has the least probability of occupancy by the primary users in the near future. From a signal processing perspective, smart-scan algorithms need to be developed to adapt to varying primary user occupancy and improve the overall spectrum efficiency of the CR network. Readers can refer to [59] - [62] for related materials in this area. h
